


Drive consumption  
of Knorr Salad Dressing.Objective



Get LSM-A salad dressing users  
to prefer Knorr Salad Dressing by showing  

the flavour benefit of our range.
JTBD



For over a 100 years Knorr has been going 
to extraordinary lengths to help home cooks make  
a decent dish a mouthwatering dish. Earning them  

the reputation as the flavour experts 
RTB



















Salads are seen as flavourless and boring.  

They’re viewed as a grudge meal – we eat  
them because they’re healthy but we avoid  

them if we can.

Insight



Let’s get people to see salad in a completely  
different way and view Knorr Salad Dressing as the  

reason their salad went from dull to delicious.



Remember when you felt like this? 

(Apologies for stalking you.)



This campaign uses over-the-top excitement to turn 
the joke about salad being dull, on its head with 
Knorr Salad Dressing as the catalyst and using 

memes as the vehicle.



engage our target market where they go to be 
entertained during their day – social media. 

engage people with visual content that they are 
fans of and share with each other daily. 

use content that the word ‘viral’ was invented for. 

show just how excited you can get about salad.

This idea will…

…  

…  

…  

… 



But how far can 
this idea go?



Launch 
Promote 
Amplify 
Educate

our proposition in  
an engaging way 





with our campaign about salad dressing, they  
take on a whole other layer of funny.

The internet is bursting with videos. They’re 
hilarious by themselves, but when juxtapose 



Let’s give consumers a reason to buy that  
matches how they're going to feel about salads  

dressed with Knorr: 

Purchase any bottle of Knorr Salad Dressing for  
your chance to win a trip to…

How?



Promo IdeaEuro Disney



Where else in the world is as exciting for kids  
and adults than Euro Disney?  

Theme park rides thrill the young and old with 
entertainment and attractions at every turn. This is the 
perfect destination to match the level of excitement 

salads inspire when dressed with Knorr.



To communicate our promotion we’ve created  
a KV that uses the same design language as memes 

and combined it with imagery from our prize 
destination - matching the level of excitement we 

want people to feel for salad.



We will use ATL media to kickstart our campaign: 

 
 

- radio 

Are you ready Jerry? It’s a very personal, very important thing.  
Heck, it’s a family motto. Are you ready? 

I’m ready. 

I want to make sure you’re ready, brother… here it is…  
show… me… the…  [SALAD]   . 

Music is turned up louder. 

(Screaming with excitement and laughing)  
SHOW! ME! THE!   [SALAD]  ! 
Jerry, doesn’t it make you feel good just to say that? Say it with me one 
more time, Jerry! 

Show you the   [SALAD]  ! 

Not show you, show ME the   [SALAD]  . You can do better than that, 
Jerry! Say it like you mean it! 

(Screams) Show me the   [SALAD]  ! 

Louder! 

SHOW ME THE   [SALAD]  ! 

With Knorr’s range of 15 delicious salad dressings, you too can, feel 
this way… about   [SALAD]   . Purchase a bottle and stand a chance of 
winning a trip to Euro Disney for the whole family.  
See in-store for details.
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We will use ATL media to kickstart our campaign: 

 
 

- radio 

Crowd screaming. 

Does everyone have a box? 

Crowd screams: YES! 

Inside one of these boxes is a   SALAD   . Here’s the deal, if your box 
has a    SALAD    you will be the last person today to get your hands on 
one of these    SALAD   s. Okay, who will it be? 

Crowd screams louder with excitement. 

This calls for a drum roll! 

Drum roll starts. The crowd’s screaming gets even more frenzied. 

Okay, open your boxes! 

Crowd’s screams reach a crescendo! 

1, 2, 3… You get a   SALAD   ! You get a   SALAD   !  
You get a   SALAD    ! Everybody gets a   SALAD   ! 

Crowd’s screaming cuts sharply. 

With Knorr’s range of 15 delicious salad dressings, you too can, feel 
this way… about   [SALAD]   . Purchase a bottle and stand a chance of 
winning a trip to Euro Disney for the whole family.  
See in-store for details.
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- radio 
- television (tactical)

We will use ATL media to kickstart our campaign: 



We will use ATL media to kickstart our campaign: 

 
 

- radio 
- television (tactical) 
- outdoor



We will use ATL media to kickstart our campaign: 

 
 

- radio 
- television (tactical) 
- outdoor



Once the campaign idea has landed, we will  
pass the reins to the consumer.  

Instant online sharing like, Snapchat and Periscope  
has already surpassed social media behemoth, 
Twitter. Let’s get at the forefront of this trend by 

allowing users to join in and create their own Knorr 
branded content.



With a user-friendly plugin, potentially millions of 
people will effectively be creating and sharing Knorr 

ads. When they share their creation with friends online, 
they get rewarded with a digital coupon to be 

redeemed in-store.



Launch 
Promote 
Amplify 
Educate

our proposition in a  
highly visible way 

the campaign to our 
target audience 

consumers on how to 
use the product

purchase through a 
desirable incentive



Salad alone won’t draw a whole lot of attention. Just 
imagine trying to hand out free salads. But, if we offer up 
over-the-top fun and excitement, then flip it to salad, we 
pull off one of the greatest bait-and-switches in history. 

All we need is a a fun, engaging activity that will inspire 
the kind of expressions we’re after. 

Just imagine…

Engagement



A rodeo bull  
at Super Rugby games.



A rodeo bull  
at Super Rugby games.



A bungee trampoline  
at craft markets



A bungee trampoline 
at craft markets



A dunk tank  
 on the beachfront.



A dunk tank  
 on the beachfront.



Each participant will be photographed  
and turned into a personalised meme that cues  
a conversation about salad dressing long after  

the interaction.



In return for their participation, each photograph  
includes a voucher that can be redeemed against  

the consumer’s next purchase.



Summary



This is a surprising, contemporary campaign that flips 
the negative perception of salads on its head through 

Knorr’s delicious range of salad dressings. 

  
 

Feel this way 
about salad



This is a surprising, contemporary campaign that flips 
the negative perception of salads on its head through 

Knorr’s delicious range of salad dressings. 

This tongue-in-cheek approach gives the brand scope  
to communicate through a diverse set of channels.

Feel this way 
about salad

Television 
Squeezebacks

Radio 
Commercials 

Activation 
Experience 
Sampling

In-store 
Point-of-sale 
Recipe Cards

Digital 
YouTube Ads 

Meme App

Tactical 
Outdoor


